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XC series PLC remote programming software, it can be used to carry out programming and execution on the actual PLC. The C
series PLC is a programmable logic controller.It has a many of the features of the programmable controller and control

functions can be extended via expansion cards (simpler than PLC series).It can be used to process many control signals such as
light, temperature, pressure, humidity, and many other signals and process a large number of data, and support a large number

of users.In the C series, it has the same user interface as the Z series. The H series PLC is a programmable logic controller.It has
a many of the features of the programmable controller, and support a large number of users.It can be used to process a large

number of control signals such as light, temperature, pressure, humidity, and many other signals and process a large number of
data, and support a large number of users.In the H series, it has the same user interface as the Z series. The R series PLC is a

programmable logic controller.It is used to solve engineering problems.It has a many of the features of the programmable
controller, and support a large number of users.It can be used to process many control signals such as light, temperature,

pressure, humidity, and many other signals and process a large number of data, and support a large number of users.In the R
series, it has the same user interface as the Z series. In some cases, the X series PLC have the ability to connect directly to the

internet using a modem and a connection through the internet.And it has the ability to use Web service and can be connected to
a network, so that users can receive the data directly and the data can be transferred to a Web server and display the data.XC
series PLC software XCPpro . XC series PLC remote programming software.XC series PLC remote programming software.

The XC series is software that can be used on the internet, XCP series uses Internet browser to display.It is software that can be
used in a Web server, it can be connected to the Internet and display the data, it can be connected to a network and can transfer
the data, a remote client can connect to a server and display the data in the client.It can connect to the Internet and display data,

it can connect to the Internet and transmit data
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User can set power-off save area using XCPpro software: . If 2 XINJE XC series PLCs communicate with each other, please
write K5000 in D2. If 4 XINJE XC series PLCs communicate with each other, write K5000 to K1000 . If 2 XINJE XC series
PLCs communicate with each other, write K5000 to K2000 . If 4 XINJE XC series PLCs communicate with each other, write
K5000 to K3000 . If 5 XINJE XC series PLCs communicate with each other, write K5000 to K5000 . If 6 XINJE XC series
PLCs communicate with each other, write K5000 to K5000 . If 7 XINJE XC series PLCs communicate with each other, write
K5000 to K5000 . fffad4f19a
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